SHOW PACKAGES
$2,500
This package caters to the budget conscious, designed to be a quick 5-6 minutes with all the flair of a larger
show that would include whistles, glitter, gold and color. With multi shot effects, candles and mines, it’s sure to
make your day and give it that extra special touch to finish off the night.

$4,500
A popular package amongst couples designed to add to the night sky, a variety of crackles, color repeating
effects, comets, mines and willow glitter effects. The show is designed to last 5-8 minutes, creating a wonderful
night to your wonderful day.

$7,500
At this level the show starts to get interesting, with budgets in this range we begin to see larger commercial
effects like heart shaped shells, long hanging Kamuro effects, palm tree shells, 100 shot effects, fountains, and
a variety of colors and crackles mixed in for good measure. The show will last between 8-10 minutes for
viewing pleasure, a great surprise for the grooms who like their Canada Day BOOMS

$10,000
With these higher budget shows we can begin to introduce a large amount of commercial grade fireworks.
These shows incorporate large aerial shells that break in hearts, squares, long duration falling leaf effects and
long duration Kamuro Effects. The show can also be split up to include a variety of multi shot effects of
crackles, color and sound. Crossing comets and waterfalls shells are just a part of this fantastic endeavor to
make your celebration a night to remember. Duration can range from 10 to 12 minutes.

$13,000
Now we are getting to the good stuff. These shows are custom built to enhance the day. The Bride and Groom
can have music put to their show with musical choreography and soundtrack design. They can be shot from
barges on a lake. These shows afford the possibility of the option to choose from our extensive shell and multi
shot effects catalogue. You want it? You got it. We will build a show with you and design it so memories of your
special night will last a lifetime. Duration range is 10-14 minutes

$20,000 - $100,000
At this level, you have my undivided attention. The second semi-trailer of equipment comes out of its Canada
Day storage facility and we’ll be exhausting all our options on product selection, 8”, 10” and 12” shells are
utilized, and this operation is of a grandiose scale. Multi positional firing or multi positional barges on the water.
If on water we will be adding into the mix, nautical effects and flying saucer effects. These rival Canada Day
shows. Depending on the budget, your show will be bigger than most municipalities execute on Canada Day. A
couple of months planning is required. Duration 15-20 minutes.
Our shows are shot electrically, we have 5 million in General Liability Insurance. Our shooters have
multinational exposure to design aspects and can execute any size show. They know their craft and enjoy what
they do. We’ve done shows in Canada, the USA, and Australia, give us a go, you won’t be disappointed.
Optional Extras for you show
Roman candle trees – shoots 60 roman candles in all directions
Sparklers – for entrances and exits and a variety of other photo opportunities during the night
Glow necklaces and bracelets – to brighten the party after the show
Confetti Products – for a glitter colorful entrance - check with the venue (cleaning charges may apply)
Driveway fountains – for photos of your departure and an extra special sparkle for your guests
Multi Positional (multiple Barge) firing – requires more set up and equipment
Angled comet runs – Signature effect, extra equipment and set up is required
Every budget can be catered to (over $2500 plus tax)
We take care of all permits, paperwork, Fire Department requirements and if necessary barge rental (barge
rentals range from $5,000 to $8,000 depending what lake you’re on)
Questions to answer, which will help us build the best show possible
Does your venue allow fireworks?
What is your budget for your big event? (Minimum is $2500 plus tax)
Is there a suitable viewing position?
Do you need a barge (extra costs are involved)
To ensure the design of the show fits environmental factors and meets federal safety regulations, please give
us at least 8-10 weeks’ notice before your big event so we can prepare the necessary permit documentation
and prepare the show.
If you have any questions please contact,

David Sharpe – President
Phone or text: 647 234 9540
david@bluestarpyro.ca

